


T R E A T M E N T

SCRIPTED FORMAT:  The Bronze Type

DURATION:  30/(60) Minutes

GENRE:  BioPic Specials w/ Docu-Journal Series

FRANCHISE EXTENSIONS:  K’TV App / Video Channel
             Lenny Letter
                                                       Other grassroots activism

MISSION / INTROSPECTION

When presenting the “bronze type” it is important to discuss how ethnicity and nationality
is a wider basket than race. Because racial identity is divisive, genetically speaking, and we
are derivative of mixed ancestral heritage today, there is an opportunity to put a ag on a 
new intellectual territory that is inclusive. What is the “bronze type?” How it is descriptive 
sociologically and aesthetically, and as part of the unique trajectory this series will take to 
explore a social meme that may have enough cultural relevance to be considered a newexplore a social meme that may have enough cultural relevance to be considered a new
trope in fashion, or in cinema, where conversations about limited diversity (variegation in
casting) have recently been topical. Spoken and visualized, this direct address functions 
as a creed, mantra, or new myth that will be promoted throughout both the specials and 
the series towards discovery of what such a moniker might be able to accomplish. There
is already a history of “bronze types,” and this is where we will begin -- in particular, leaning
toward a discussion that is gender bent, since this core demographic anchors the channel.)

LOGO / BUMPERLOGO / BUMPER

A single iconic image in motion graphics, that naturally represents the sunkist bronze 
type, in the form of the fertility goddess, who is in many forms a woman we already know.

BREAK

MEME / MESSAGE      

Bronze people. Faces and places. Bodies in motion. A look at the feral side:  poverty, dearth,
the less glam mythos that already may represent the bronze type, which perhaps to some 
degree is an operative that is historical, not forward looking. The mean streets become degree is an operative that is historical, not forward looking. The mean streets become 
more rened, full of the surfactant that mass advertising and brands wash streets with,
through the taxation of marketing, a collective dream that ends in a pile of garbage. 

The bronze type needs to be responsible for a lot more than equal participation. It needs
to transcend the prot motive and create a better world altogether. All of this then counter- 
pointed to an idealized, more limited representation in fashion and popular media, as we 
move indoors to an interview with Naomi (alt. bronze heroine, Nelly, Oprah,...) illustrating 
the type, yes, but nevertheless a crushing iconography already succumbed to the weight the type, yes, but nevertheless a crushing iconography already succumbed to the weight 
of another stereotype:  the model, the celebrity, etc. “What kind of woman are you...?” 
 
BREAK   

BIOPIC / DOCU-JOURNAL 

So, this is a “story” that must be told. Each biopic another piece of the puzzle. And slowly
the puzzle pieces will make a bigger picture. It’s a journey that some people have already
been on. And one that some are on right now. And so it invokes the idea of a community.been on. And one that some are on right now. And so it invokes the idea of a community.
But one that is penned by each of the heroines, by her hand, with her eye, from her point 
of view.

Nelly and Naomi are two pieces of the same puzzle. And, obviously, Oprah is another. But 
it would be misleading to think that skin type and gender must be conjoined. So perhaps
it is necessary in the same way that education and class opportunity are cofactors, to align
the expression of one’s genetic material towards how a person manufactures self-image. 

As a compound narrative that must be told one woman at a time, and since for the moment As a compound narrative that must be told one woman at a time, and since for the moment 
the bronze type is gendered, we will underwrite a feminine subjectivity, with the subject 
of the biopic or docu-journal also deciding what parts of whose story to tell:  a woman in 
control of the making of her own image. 

Also, while the biopic is based on a public gure, the docu-journal is a social format, using 
open submissions, telling the viewers’ story from an everyday perspective.

BREAK   

CULTURE / MARKET VALUECULTURE / MARKET VALUE

The Bronze Type is a merchandising category, a color space, a geographic presence,
a history, and a life experience. And it’s now a special series on OWN that can empower 
women with new language and identity, an inclusive identity that supports diversity 
by creating a media presence with a self-dened value.

BREAK   

END CREDITS

A bronze goddess sparkling in the sun. A bronze goddess sparkling in the sun. 
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